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the performance of the entire building.
Kapoor and Tan . 1997 showed that

prestressed concrete settlement could
be predicted using a ‘time- and
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crack You get what you pay for. I

never download applications and I've
never needed to. This is a very small,
stupid piece of code. I'm not sure how
it gets in to the play store if it's their
recommendation. ------ JimmyRane
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device. It says "Netflix Inc" which is
the correct name, but not what I

expected. ------ olympus Netflix seems
to be on a roll lately and they are

pushing for Android users everywhere.
However, this app looks like it was

made in a few hours and it's made by
Netflix, so I wouldn't hold my breath.
~~~ genuine The company was created

in 1990. ------ santaclaus Does this
mean I can watch Netflix again on my
android phone? I lost it when I moved
to iOS :-( ~~~ dbbk Yes, even if you
don't know the "secret" downloader

and password, you can still access the
Netflix client with the online version.
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------ eytanlevit Can confirm. Had to
delete the apk after I downloaded it.
App seems to be a deleted one from
Netflix. ------ arh68 Does this mean
VPNs are going away? I can't watch

Netflix on my iPhone w/ my IPv6 vpn.
~~~ xorcist The APK cannot be

downloaded from the official store. It's
like an Android ROM installed by an

emulator. So there isn't a problem with
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doesn't work in asp.net server control I
want to access a javascript function in

my asp.net c# code, I have tried
accessing it by

Button1.Attributes.Add("OnClick",
"javascript:Foo()") but nothing
happens. Am I doing something

wrong? I tried this and it works fine:
OnClientClick="javascript:function
Foo() { do something }" A: Are you

sure you're trying to use the web
browser's OnClientClick, and not

ScriptManager's client side
ScriptManager.RegisterStartupScript
function? Either way, make sure your
button (and the javascript function, of
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course) are within the same file.
Updated: Found this question, which

appears to be exactly what you're
trying to achieve... if you'd like to

double-check, the code 595f342e71
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